Wherever People Meet, Whenever People Travel

Visio
Mobile Glass Walls

1. INTRODUCTION
The optimal combination of flexibility, openness
and transparency!
Visio is a mobile glass wall system which consists of a
series of individual toughened glass panels with top
and bottom clamping profiles which are suspended
from, and slide along, an aluminum ceiling track.
It is elegant and ideal for all environments in which
transparency and flexibility are required.
With Visio 100 and 100 (Elite), We guarantee
maximum transparency, extreme flexibility and yet
high sound insulation rating (Rw up to 50dB).

Watch a short Video Presentation
about Visio

2. PANELS & TRACK
The panels can be pushed together and interlock to form a wall. Each panel is individually
locked into place, guaranteeing a high level of security. The Visio is available with
standard panels and single or double door panels.
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Once unlocked, the panels can be moved effortlessly and quietly along the specially
designed aluminum overhead track system.

The panels only have horizontal profiles with the suspension and locks built in, leaving
the largest possible area for the glass surface, providing optimal transparency.

The flexible track and carrier system are easy to operate and allows walls to be positioned
or parked into countless configurations.
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3. KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Optimized space utilization and visibility
- Panels can be locked independently for maximum security
- Flexibility due to a choice of door and panel options
- Can be positioned and parked away easily, quickly and silently
- Configuration of the walls is limitless: straight, curved, corners…etc.
- Track can be seamlessly integrated into any kind of ceiling

OPTIONS
It is possible to have sweep seals on the top and bottom of the panels and to have
the edges of the glass panels delivered with a profile.
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4. TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Vision 100

Visio 100 Elite

Use

Robust version with average sound insulation ratings, suitable for
all situations in which transparency is required.

Panel Thickness

107 mm

Panel Height

max. 3,500 mm, other dimensions on request

Panel Width

700 – 1,240 mm

Frame Construction

Self-supporting aluminum frame, consisting of solid aluminum
profiles with internal steel bracing. The glazing unit is mounted in
rubber seals in the aluminum frame. Internal aluminum cassette
which houses the construction and operating mechanism.

Panel Appearance

Visible horizontal and vertical
aluminum profile.
Available in any preferred
RAL color.
Basic and end panels in
glass, other panels in finish
of choice.
Glass transparent, without
frame.
Standard anodized
aluminum.

Sound insulation rating
(lab. tested)

42 dB

Weight

44 kg/ – 54 kg/m2

46 dB

48 dB

Visible horizontal and vertical
aluminum profile.
Available in any preferred RAL
color.
Basic, door, communication and
end panels with frame-lacquered
glass (transparent), other panels in
glass (non-transparent).
Glass with lacquered frame.
Available in any preferred RAL
color.

50 dB
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5. APPEARANCE & FINISHES
All glass finishes used in interior design can be applied and the aluminum profiles can be
colored to match, offering total creative freedom.
Options such as laminated, etched, colored, printed and sandblasted glass finishes are
all possible.
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